by the same formula proved by Atiyah and Singer [3] in the case that ƒ is an isometry. If dim 7=0 the formula was known without this restriction on ƒ by Atiyah and Bott [2] . Patodi [7] was able to remove the restriction on ƒ under other assumptions, which are vacuous if dim 7=1. Our methods are purely algebraic, and go through in algebraic geometry of characteristic zero. In particular, for ƒ = identity, we obtain a simpler justification of the local formula used in [8] to prove the Riemann-Roch theorem that is also valid in the algebraic category.
We thank R. Bott, G. Lusztig and D. Mumford for several helpful discussions. [1] . If ƒ is covered by a map \p of a bundle E over X, we also have a local index v Y (f, V,E) for the action on H*(X, 0(E)) which is given by decomposing E\ Y into bundles E i on which <p -/ijl is nilpotent, and inserting the factor Stych^) under the integral sign in (1.1).
2. Outline of the proof. Let 12°' w be the sheaf 7r*0 ® 7r££2£ over Jif x X (« = dim Z). The machinery of local cohomology [6, § §1,2] and Grothendieck's duality theory [5] give us natural maps
and in each one of these groups a class dual to A, which we denote by A', A", A'" respectively. If V is the graph of/: Vx = (fie, x), then T*A'" G H"(X, Sl n ) gives the Lefschetz number and T*A" E #£(X, £2") « © y #y(X S2 W ) gives the local indices v Y (f).
In general, T*A' does not make sense. But if Y is nondegenerate, U 9 V suitable neighborhoods of Y, then we can complete the diagram (ii) We then construct a chain map of these complexes that induces the map T* of (2.2), thus a formula for v Y (f) via (2.3).
(iii) Since all our constructions are by explicit local formulas, extending the arguments of [8, § §5, 6] we obtain where co(f) depends only on the action of df on TV and ch(<p, E) is the "Chern character" of <p.
